


Rules

These are the general rules for Fragrant Harbour.  If you encounter a situation in the game not covered 
by these rules, use your common sense and go for the option likely to have the most interesting 
outcome for you and other players.  A Game Master’s decision on a point of the rules is final.  Please 
approach the game in a spirit of generosity for the other players - try to make it fun for other people, 
and they’ll try to make it fun for you.

Some characters have special abilities - these will be written on their character sheets.  Some characters 
will also receive supplementary rules sheets, depending on their background.

Game Terms and Calls

The people running the game are called Game Masters (GMs).  They will also have some assistants 
(Crew) who are playing Non Player Characters (NPCs).  Both GMs and Crew will have yellow name 
tags, and you can ask them out of character questions if you need to (make a T sign with your hand to 
indicate you are out of character.)

We sometimes talk about ‘in game’ or ‘in character’ actions ie what your character is choosing to do, 
versus ‘out of game’ or ‘out of character’ actions ie what you yourself are really doing.  Please respect 
this divide - if you accidentally find out a secret that your character wouldn’t know, don’t act on it; if 
your character is evil, you might choose to do evil actions in game with the understanding that you’re 
a decent person out of game (although it never hurts to check in with people after the game is over to 
make sure there are no hard feelings).  Sometimes you may see someone with their hand on their head 
- this is a sign that they are not there in character, just ignore them.  If you need to speak to someone 
out of character, do it discreetly.

This is a low risk game - all physical contact will be mimed.  That said, if you believe that someone is at 
risk of harm and they don’t know it (for instance, they’re about to trip on something they can’t see), call 
Caution as an out of character call to alert them.  If someone has actually been injured, call Timeout, 
stop play immediately, and get the attention of a GM.



Conflicts

This game uses an adapted version of the Kick Arse rules system.

If you are in a physical conflict with someone, highlight that there’s going to be a fight (make a lot 
of noise, threaten them and so forth) then play a quiet game of Rock-Paper-Scissors with them.  The 
winner wins the fight - mime the outcome in a dramatic way, being careful not to hurt your friend.  If 
you draw, then the fight is inconclusive, unless one of you has the Kick Arse ability and the other does 
not, in which case the person with Kick Arse wins.  There are a few characters who are Super Kick 
Arse - this works as above, but they will also win in a draw against someone who is only Kick Arse.  
Some characters have special abilities that they can use in a fight - they’ll have ability cards and may 
need to use particular props.

Some characters know gongfu!  If both characters in a fight have this ability, they can use the Sage 

Fighting system instead of Rock-Paper-Scissors for their conflicts.  See the separate rules sheet for this.

As the winner of the physical conflict you may:
 - ask one question from the loser and get a full and truthful answer
 - take one item from the loser
 - incapacitate the loser for 10 minutes

If you are in a psychic conflict with someone, highlight that there’s going to be a fight (there might be 
a ritual phrase or particular action that’s relevant to the conflict, or just threatening them) then play the 
a quiet game of Rock-Paper-Scissors with them.  The winner wins the fight - mime a mental duel.  The 
outcome depends on the type of conflict - the loser might be compelled to take a particular marker, 
or become possessed, or some other effect that the winner has an ability card for.  If none of these, 
apply then the loser should roleplay having a very bad headache for the next ten minutes.  Some 
characters have the Psychic Kick Arse ability, and will win on a draw against someone who is not 
Psychic Kick Arse.  (Some characters are Super Psychic Kick Arse, which means they win on a draw 
against someone who is Psychic Kick Arse; or even Psychic Half Arse - they automatically lose in a 
draw against anyone.)



Death

Your character may die in the game.  This may be voluntary (ie your character commits suicide 
or succumbs to illness at a time of your choosing) or involuntary (ie if your character has been 
incapacitated and in the control of your opponent and their allies for roughly a minute, they may 
choose to ‘slay’ you.)  If you choose in game to kill another character, please make it fun for the player 
involved - gloat, cackle, tell them your secret plans, have a sudden tragic change of heart only once it’s 
too late - anything dramatic is good.  You can also expect that there will be in game consequences for 
this action - constables investigating the crime, friends and family taking an interest, that kind of thing.

If your character has died you will still be in play.  Report to the Anteroom of Hell for processing.

Ghosts and Spirits

There are some characters in the game who are ghosts, spirits, or for some other reason intangible and 
invisible.  These can be identified by a blue scarf draped around their shoulders.  They’ll also have blue 
name tags.  Unless your character sheet specifies that you have the ability to do so, you cannot see or 
hear these characters.  Some characters may be able to either see spirits or hear them (the standard 
abilities are Seeing Eye and Listening Ear) - unless you have both of these, or a separate ability that 
specifies how you can communicate, please roleplay this.

It is possible, in some circumstances, for a Ghost character to possess other characters (they will have 
an ability card or a listing on their character sheet that they have this skill.)  If the right conditions are 
met, they will show you that they have this skill.  If this happens to you:

 - turn your name tag to the other side so that it shows blue - you are now a Ghost!
 - report to a Game Master for a copy of the Ghost Rules and a blue scarf.
 - the Ghost who has possessed you will write your character’s name on their name tag - to all  
   intents and purposes, they are your character now.

Regardless of a player’s physical appearance, their name tag will indicate what they look like to your 
character - treat them as you would the name tagged character unless you have an in game reason to 
think differently.



Sharing Information

Before the game, please respect the game and avoid sharing spoilers with other players.  As a rule of 
thumb, if something about your character is going to be obvious as soon as people see you in costume, 
it’s fine to talk about it to other players before the game; if it wouldn’t be obvious, please don’t share it.  
If your character has a secret - please keep it on their behalf, it’ll be more fun to reveal during the game.

During the game, the opposite applies - a good game is an information rich game.  It’s okay to discuss 
your cunning plans with an eavesdropper casually lurking behind your shoulder; it’s okay to share your 
dark and sinister secret with only your closest dozen friends and enemies.  If someone uses a special 
ability or wins a conflict, and wants information from you, give them a full and complete answer rather 
than splitting hairs - this allows interesting things to happen in the game for you and them. 

Money

Most characters will start the game with some loose coins.  These are equivalent to small change - a 
coin would buy you a drink, or a bite to eat from a vendor, you might throw one to a beggar.  The 
colony also uses pounds - currency provided from Britain.  One pound would buy about $60 dollars of 
goods and services in today’s money.

Some characters have got additional resources that they may choose to invest during the game (by 
making an agreement about where their money would go, with the outcome to be ‘resolved’ after the 
game.)

 - A modest investment would be enough to start or buy a small business, provide a good 
dowry, or finance a reasonable amount of travel around the world.

 - A significant investment would be enough to start or buy a large business, fund a small army, 
construct a significant building or dock, or buy an ocean going ship.  Someone might combine three 
modest investments to obtain enough funds for a significant investment (or vice versa.)



Timeframe and Setting

The game is set on an ordinary day in a market area of Hong Kong/Fragrant Harbour in 1899.  The 
game’s nominal start time is in the afternoon, it will run for three hours.  Two and a half hours into the 
game, the sun will set which may affect some characters (a GM will announce this as a timecheck.)  
Ten minutes before the end of the game, there will be a procession led by the Black and White Guards 
of Impermanence bearing black and white banners.  If you have taken a black or white ribbon from 
one of them during the game (they may have fought a pyschic duel to compel you to do this), you must 

follow them regardless of any other circumstances your character is in.  All other players will have ten 
minutes to complete their game business before the larp is ended, followed by a debrief.

Locations

There are multiple locations you can visit in the game - some of these may have restrictions on entry 
for in character reasons.

 - An open air market place (the central game area)

 - A tea shop often patronised by Europeans of the city in a corner of the market place

 - The temple of Guanyin

 - Madame Ja Lee’s Tea House and Opium Den

 - A pavilion owned by the wealthy Jia family

 - A seedy back alley

 - The Anteroom of Hell (restricted unless you are a ghost or have a special ability)






